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school backpack giveaway on
hope for the separated wounded
Outside the Bexar County Court House rests a Purple Heart memorial with the names of veterans who were wounded on the battlefield and those who paid the ultimate
sacrifice. Gallegos joined his friend

multiple back-to-school bashes help military families and more across jacksonville
The views expressed by contributors are their own and not the view of The Hill The first week of the death penalty trial of Nikolas Cruz — the person who killed 17
people and wounded 17 more on

'they’re not names to me, they’re friends' | purple heart day honors wounded veterans and those who paid ultimate sacrifice
Young lives cut short. Families separated. Futures clouded by pain and loss. The trauma of war hangs over a generation of Ukrainian children.

parkland shooter’s death penalty trial poses severe test for opponents of capital punishment
Michael Sears/Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Six people are killed and four others wounded in a shooting at was among those shot a week earlier at a separate vigil, held
a night after he died.

the children of war
Summer for Ukraine’s children means sunshine and swimming, but also long hours in bomb shelters and mine-safety training.

since the sikh temple shooting in 2012, wisconsin has seen at least 48 mass shootings that have killed 65 people and wounded another 187.
The sudden spurt of violence since Friday is the worst in more than a year in the crowded, impoverished territory. The two-day death toll in Gaza rose to more than 20
and included a militant leader.

in ukraine, young lives are shaped, or ended, by the ravages of war
The blood-soaked separation wounded India, and left a terrible impression during cricket matches in Sharjah in the 1980s. Let’s hope that in the 25 years to the
centenary of Independence

israel-gaza fighting flares for a second day
KYIV, Ukraine (AP) — When he gave himself up to Russian forces in May at the pulverized Azovstal steel mill in Mariupol, the wounded Ukrainian some families hope to
at least get handfuls

divisions that were anathema to sport
The president of Somaliland says five people were killed in opposition protests over fears of a delayed election, hours after

bravery of azovstal defenders recalled at kyiv funeral
MOGADISHU, July 27 (Xinhua) -- At least 19 people were killed and 23 others injured in separate bomb attacks their lives while five others were wounded when a
suicide bomber blew himself

somaliland leader says 5 killed in opposition protests
Combat veterans in South Dakota are encouraged by new legislation in Congress to expand treatment and benefits for soldiers exposed to toxic burn pits during
deployment overseas, but questions

at least 19 killed, 23 others wounded in bomb attacks in somalia
Crisis-hit Lebanon marks two years today since a massive explosion ripped through Beirut. Victims' relatives are planning protest marches demanding truth and justice
against the biggest ever non- nucl

burn pit law passes, but some vets will struggle to get care
Crisis-hit Lebanon marks two years Thursday since a massive explosion ripped through Beirut, with victims' relatives planning protest marches as they keep demanding
truth and justice.
two years after deadly beirut port blast, victims continue fight for justice
For low-income or separated-by-deployment families VyStar employees at the Back-to-School Military Bash (YMCA) The Wounded Warrior Project also held a back-to-
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